Fishes slick
  On a dripping string
Today's catch home
  Does the fisherman _____.
Clutching just as
tight as anything
to the yellow moon
does that orange
cat ___.
Can you hear them
As they ring?
Sometimes those bells go "dong"
Sometimes they go "___."
Dick's eyes grew
As wide as a
Bathtub ring
As Billy the salad
Did toss and ____.
In his bathrobe
In the green chair
Was our dad sitting
With that crown
(And feather duster)
He looked just
Like a ___.
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In its purple Velvet box
It was a Beautiful thing.
That flashy, Fancy, sparkling Diamond _____. 
Sam strummed
   His guitar;
Bob cranked
   The green thing.
They put their
   Heads together
And started to ___.
Nick wasn't so good at remembering. So around his finger he tied a ___.
Up and back
So fast
And with lots
Of zing
Frank really
Was flying
In that
Orange tube __.